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iegei consi Jers media
coverage far too intrusive
By Lisa M. Colby

News Editor
Robert Siegel, nationally recognized
journalist and co-host of the National
Public Radio's award-winning broadcast
"All Things Considered" spoke to a
crowd of nearly 200 at Kilworth Chapel
last night.
Siegel presented his lecture "Private
Lives, Public Officials and the Media,"
during what he said was his first visit
ever to the Northwest.
The bulk of the lecture questioned the
press's intrusion of public official's
private lives. Citing the recent
allegations against John Tower, Gary
Hart, and Judge Ginsberg for various
"immoral" activities, Siegel disagreed
with such attacks on the character of
politicians.
"Why make a festival of dirty laundry?
Why do we dig up personal dirt?," he
asked
Siegel had a few theories behind the
scandalous reporting so prevalent today.
"1 don't buy the idea that we look into

people's lives because good management
tells us tø. I think we do it because we
want to do it," he said.
There is good reason, Siegel explained,
to believe that the general public wants
to know personal aspects of politician's
lives because of the popularity of
tabloids, popular fiction, and certain
television shows.
One explanation for publicizing
political allegations, other than that the
public wants to know, is that journalists
believe the public should see how the
politician handles the allegation; whether
they are honest or evasive, whether they
deny an incident that turns out to be
proven true. It is not important that they
really did what is being alleged, but how
they respond to the situation itself could
be a good indication of all around virtue.
Among Siegel's other theories were
"The End of the Men's Club" theory,
which blames the introduction of more
women in the work force, shattering the
see
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Chism lecturer Robert Siegel meets with KUPS General Manager
Barb Farrar and Media Adviser Dana Grant during his on-campus
visit. Siegel met with members of the campus media and shared
information on his career, his undergraduate experiences, and his
views on the role of public radio. Last evening he spoke to a large
gathering in Kilworth Chapel on the role of the media in examining the
private lifes of public figures.
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Master Plan waits for City Council's green light
by lom Koontz
Staff Writer
University officials should find out
within the next few weeks if plans to
begin construction of a new residence
hall and parking lots will be approved.
The university's Master Plan for
campus structural changes, approved by
the Board of Trustees last March, will go
before the Tacoma City Council next
Tuesday.
The university is asking the city to
vacate North Lawrence Street from North
11th to North 18th. Closing off the
street will allow creation of additional
parking spaces, a requirement for
providing more on-campus housing.
Without the street vacations, we really
have no Master Plan," said Puget Sound
Financial Vice President Raymond Bell.
If the Council approves the Plan,
construction of a new 96-occupant
residence hall adjacent to Todd Hall will
begin this spring.
"We estimate the new hall would be
ready for use by September of 1990,"
said Dean of Students David Dodson.
At least 340 additional parking spaces
will be created to accommodate student
parking needs.
Expansion of the Student Union
parking lot will require the demolition of
two houses, 3208 North 14th (the
"Outhaus") and 3212 North 14th. This
will create 95 parking spaces.
New lots will be added along North
Lawrence to provide 206 spaces, and a lot
on North 13th between North Alder and
North Lawrence will provide 42 more.
Some of the university's neighbors
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fought the Master Plan, contending that
closing Lawrence Street would increase
traffic on nearby streets.
Last month, however, Tacoma Hearing
Examiner Rodney Kerslakc rejected their
request for a reconsideration of his
approval of the Master Plan.
Bell declined to speculate whether the
Council members would approve the
Plan presented to them next Tuesday.
"Each individual Council member will
decide, given the Hearing Examiner's
recommendation and any other

Trustees," said Dodson. "There was much
debate during the 1987-88 year, and the
Plan was reviewed by the Trustee
Building and Grounds Committee, the
Student Senate, and the Faculty Senate."

A Council approval would give the
green light to a host of proposed Master
Plan projects to be completed within 20
years, including a new humanities
building, performing arts center, fitness
center, printshop, soccer/softball field,
and additional parking spaces and student
housing.
"We, wanted to identify all of the
physical plant projects that have been
requested by various interested groups and
put them into one plan," said Bell.
"The Plan was drawn up by professional
nb,nnpr,
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Funding sources for the construction
projects will vary.
"We're borrowing money for the
residence hall and parking/landscape
projects," said Bell, but "no plans have
yet been established for specific
fundraising targets."
Bell stressed flexibility in funding Plan
projects.
"We are currently' studying the
President's Sabbatical Report and we will
determine the most important projects

•1-.,,

and ways of financing them," said Bell.
"But a donor could target a specific
project to allow us to begin construction
of it."
While the university has not yet set
priorities for completion of most of the
projects, officials did choose to construct
the residence hail and parking lots first
because of a strongly felt need.
"It's apparent that increased access to
residential space on campus is a primary
concern to students and parents," said
Dodson.
"We want to allow a more residential
student body," he said. "Among other
benefits, this would enable more students
to participate in co-curricular activities
and have easier access to the library."
Bell emphasized that the Plan does not
suggest an increase in the number of
students at Puget Sound.
"We are not expanding, we are
improving," he said.
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Pleasing "Plight" wins
By Molly Keys
Staff Writer

The 13th annual Foolish Pleasures,
sponsored by Campus Films last
Saturday, April 1, drew a record crowd,
though the number of film entries hit a
low of nine.
"It was great. We got lots of positive
feedback, the films didn't break s the
comedian was funny--everything ran
smoothly," said Heidi Holzhauer who
was in charge of this years show.
The winning film this year was "The
Plight of the Headless," featuring Erik
Barkman, Vance Atkins, and special
appearances by Phil Phibbs and Dean
Dodson.
Second place went to "The Ass-Phault
Climbers" created by members of the
Phi-Delt house including Clint Wallace,
Andrew Alexander, and Dave Seeley. The

third place winner, appropriately titled
"Willy's Short Day," was written and
produced by Jeff Grokot, Nathan
Harrison, and Tom KoonLz.
The evening began with the "Parade of
Stars" where the fans enthusiastically
greeted the casts. The films were then
premiered after being introduced by
comedian Ron Reed. The films were
judged by a select panel and the winners
announced.
Holzhauer said that she was, at first,
skeptical about the low number of films
turned in but that "it was just the right
amount of time before the audience went
stir-crazy."
When asked if she would have done
anything differently, Holzhauer admitted
that she would have liked to see more
films turned in and more freshmen
involved--both problems which she felt
could be solved with more publicity.
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...in Drie
.international
HAVANA, Cuba-Fidel Castro and Mikhael Gorbachev have been
discussing the problems of Latin America in day-long conferences held at the Palace
of the Revolution in downtown Havana. Reported by a Soviet spokesperson, the
talks were reported to have gone smoothly, considering it was Gorbachev's first visit
to the Caribbean Island and Castro has traditionally been critical of glasnost's
restructuring policies. Gorbachev and Castro discussed the mounting debt problems
of Latin America, the Soviet Union's recent parliamentary elections, and the increased
drug-trafficking and related problems in the Caribbean. Gorbachev was also reported
to have complimented Cuba for it's increased involvement in world affairs.

Northern NAMIBIA-

Beginning with a skirmish on Monday
morning, black nationalist guerillas and South African Security Forces clashed in a
series of hit-and-run fire fights along a 180 mile front in Namibia. The confrontation
has cost at least 150 military deaths. Both sides are calling on U.N. Secretary General
Perez de Cuellar to take action to end the conflict, which seriously threatens the
stability of a previous U.N. Peace Plan.

S ANTIAGO, Chile - The mastermind of Chile's recent economic
recovery, Finance Minister Hernan Buchi, resigned Sunday in the hope of entering
into the presidential race. A U.S trained technocrat who pushed through the most farreaching privatization and worker ownership plans that have helped, along with other
policies and programs, to reduce foriegn debt, stimulate economic growth and reduce
inflation. Buchi would represent the right wing National Party in the upcoming
presidential elections. The elections will decide a replacement for the current
president, General Pinochct.
Compiled by G. Wesley Meyer

...on campus
Pool tournament in Rendezvous room
Compete in a pool tournament in the new Rendezvous room and win money, prizes,
and refreshments. Sign up at the information center--$2.00 per doubles. Tournament
takes place April 22 and 23.

Speaker asks "Are Our Freedoms Safe?"
Frank Wilkinson, director emeritus of National Committee Against Repressive
Legislation, will speak on "Are Our Freedoms Safe from the Federal Investigation
Bureau?" Come learn about his 30 year battle to protect American civil liberties.
April 12 in Kilworth Chapel at 7:30--Free admission. Presented by Students for
Social Responsibility and Puget Sound's politics and government department.

Seahawk Skansi 'received' by UPS soon
Paul Skansi, one of the wide receivers for the Seattle Seahawks, will be on campus
Tuesday, April 25, in the basement of Kilworth Chapel at 7:00 p.m. Skansi's
appearance will be sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Questions?
Call Lisa X4614.

Summer housing lottery packets available

1989 summer housing lottery packets will be available beginning Monday, April 17,
at the info center and Residential Life office. The application and contract must be
returned to Res. Life prior to 5:00p.m. on Wednesday, April 26. Results will be
posted at the Res. Life office at noon Friday, April 28.

Wash PIRG session for job opportunities
There will be an information session for summer job opportunities with WashPIRG,
Monday, April 10, at 7 p.m. in Library 18. Interviews and sign-ups for interviews
will be in the Career Advising Center Tuesday, April 11, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Positions are for Chapter Organizer, Campaign Organizer, Political Writer, and

Justice Dolliver recalls
his days on the bench
By Jim Bohn
Staff Writer
Justice James Doliver of the
Washington State Supreme Court spoke
yesterday to a group of students in the
SUB. His topics ranged from the
nationalization of law to tips for students
considering law school. Doliver is
currently Chief Justice and has served on
the court for "twelve years, ten months
and thirty- one days, roughly."
Doliver left his home and the
established name of his father's law firm
in Fort Dodge, Iowa in 1946 and ended
up in Washington completely by chance.
Far from going straight into law, as
might be expected for the son of a
lawyer, he worked first in Port Angeles
as a park ranger. He decided to attend the
University of Washington law school,
graduating in 1952, and practiced in a
small but steadily growing firm.
Later, Doliver served as administrative
assistant to Congressman Jack Westland.
Many peers foresaw a political career for
Doliver as a result of his choice of
professional work, but an appointment to
the Supreme Court in 1976 and Doliver's
preference for staying within the legal
realm took him away from politics. In a
sense.
"Some people have suggested that
judges are politicians in black robes,"
Doliver joked, "and to some extent they
are right."
When asked what the most important
case he decided was, the justice replied
that a case involving the Seattle School
District was far reaching in ramifications
for tax payers and the role of the state in
funding public education. It involved
examining the wording in the state
constitution, which stated that the
'providing of ample education was of
paramount importance to the state.' A
case such as this is a good example of
the differences between the work of
judges at the appelate level and judges on
the Supreme Court. Rarely do the
Supreme Court justices deal with
reviewing the facts of a case; the laws
themselves are the main issue at the
highest state court.
Students who are interested in teaming
more about pre-law should contact Frank

Hruza, Professor of Urban Affairs, at the
School of Business and Public
Administration.
Doliver made some interesting
observations on what he called the
nationalization of law. In the coming
years, he foresees large firms forming out
of the conglomeration of many small
firms. For example, a currently large
firm out of Los Angeles may incorporate
some smaller firms in Seattle and
Tacoma; these smaller firms would then
be branch offices, in a sense, sharing
more than just fraternal ties as they do
now.
Some of the problems the Justice sees
with this is the legislative regulation of
law, which could resemble the
regulations that businesses now adhere
to. Whereas previously the law
profession has been essentially selfregulating, as law becomes central to our
society it will be regulated by legislative
means.
Another interesting point that Doliver
made concerned the provision of legal
assistance to the poor. In criminal cases,
if a defendant cannot afford a lawyer, the
court appoints one for him or her.
"If I were in need of legal assistance, I
would want to be either in the upper
income bracket or eligible for a court
appointed lawyer, not in between."
Some of the best lawyers in the
country are criminal defense lawyers
who, through constant practice and a
keen sense of social conscience, provide
their services to the poor.
For those students who may be
considering the law profession in law,
Doliver suggested attending a school in
an area where the prospective student
would consider practicing after obtaining
a law degree. He also stressed that a law
degree is one of the most flexible
graduate degrees that a person can have,
often leading to teaching, politics, and
administrative work.
Undergraduate courses which enhance a
student's ability to successfully apply to
law school, and be an effective lawyer
when one enters the profession, are any
writing classes and courses which enable
a person to communicate clearly and
concisely.
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Senate surveys students
By Robin Stansbury
AS UPS Reporter
This week is probably one of the most
challenging and frustrating in the life of a
Puget Sound student. It's a time of
hassle. It's a time of disappointment and
disbelief. It is the time of registration.
At formal senate last week, Senator
Allison Anderson and the Student
Concerns Committee tried to improve
the situation. Responding to concerns
from the students, the committee planned
and organized their own teacher
evaluation forms. The information from
these surveys were to be gathered from
students during registration this week.
"For years," Anderson said, "students
have been asking, 'why can't the teacher
evaluations be published? Why can't we
know what they say?' We found it was
illegal to publish the surveys done by the
university. So we decided to do our
own."
Anderson said that the surveys they
made were designed because they want to
know how students feel.
"We are not rating if the teacher is
good or bad. It's pretty objective," she
said.
The survey, which is still in rough
form, aims to find out the basic
organization of a class.
"The surveys will include what kind of

Two guests rush inside to preview the 1989 entries in the
Annual Foolish Pleasures Film Fesitval following the grand
entrance and parade of stars. As usual the gala was one of the
best attended programs of the year.

format a teacher uses: Is there discussion
in class or just lecture? Are there a lot of
papers? Is there a midterm and a final?
We know classes change but a teacher's
basic format won't," said Anderson.
The committee originally planned to
have thq , strveys completed while
students waited in the long registration
lines. However, some problems arose
from this.
"Registration thought it would be too
chaotic to have another table in the area.
Also, they didn't want to claim
responsibility in case their was a conflict
with teachers," Anderson added.
The project is still planned to go ahead
as soon as the surveys can be completed.
AS UPS President Arden Maynard
announced her nominees for
representatives to the trustees: John
Milsten, Jeff Brokot, Roger Valdcz, and
Jim Mullinax.
Vice President Julie Pyatt voiced
student concerns about off campus
escorts. Apparently Security Services
will no longer offer escorts up to five
blocks off campus. Sigma Nu escort
service was offered as an alternative,
although their operating hours do not
coincide with the closing hours of the
library.

Wilkinson to speak on repressive legislation
By Shauna James
Staff Writer
Frank Wilkinson was the last man
imprisoned for refusing to testify before
the House Un-American Activities
Committee.
He was harrassed by the FBI.
He is suing the FBI.
And he is coming to Puget Sound next
week.
Although he is seventy-four years old,

Frank Wilkinson is an indomitable and
spirited activist. He is known as "a
walking encyclopedia of civil liberties
issues." He has spoken extensively
throughout the country, especially on
college campuses.
In the 1940's, Wilkinson was an ardent
organizer for civil liberties, and led a
movement to integrate public housing in
Los Angeles.
For his activities, Wilkinson was spied

upon by the FBI. For thirty years. In a
recent suit against the Bureau, Wilkinson
unearthed 132,000 pages of documents
kept on him.
Wilkinson, who is director emeritus of
the National Committee Against
Repressive Legislation, asserts that the
FBI is still engaged in illegal political
surveillance of American citizens.
As evidence of these activities,
Wilkinson points to an incident last year,

when the FBI was sued by a Central
American peace group for its surveillance
and break-ins during the 1980's.
Wilkinson is currently engaged in a
suit to have his 1961 conviction
overturned, when he was imprisoned for
refusing to speak to McCarthy's House
Un-American Activities Committee.
To hear the Wilkinson speech mark your
calendar for Wedesday, April 121h, at
7:30 in the Kilworth Chapel.

SIEGEL from page one
previously unspoken agreement in
political circles that private affairs are
private, and the theory of a trend to check
more carefully into the background of
politicians who participated in the nonconformist activities during the 1960's
and 1970's.
"Since so many millions were
smoking marijuana back then, let's see
how many of them are sitting on
Congress," Siegel said.
Siegel is afraid that such interrogation
will lead to the routine of questions such
as asking a woman, "Do you practice
birth control? or Have you ever had an
abortion?"
The main problem, however, seems to
lie within the public's expectations of the
media.
"At the heart, these are ethical
questions. What we the press] owe you,
the right to know, is often higher than
the right of the private person. Whenever
there are stories about private lives, your
right to know will be sided with why it
was done. I don't think reporters and
journalists are likely to put the brakes on
this," he said.
Siegel concluded by suggesting
students hold lectures against the
publicizing of private affairs before a
case arises, and for "people to challenge
their ideas about what it is exactly that
you want to know from us."

A Farewell to Fines
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Collins Memorial Library
at the
University of Puget Sound
declares a
ONE TIME ONLY
General Amnesty
on
Overdue Library Books.
Bring in any and all of your overdue library books
during the week of April 9-15
and we will pardon all fines and lift any holds
you may have on your academic records.
Hee is your opportunity to
clear your records
and your conscience.
No fines, no fuss, no questions asked.
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COLLINS LIBRARY AMNESTY WEEK
April 9-15, 1989
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Washington
Squares ar€
rocking folk.c
not folking
rocks
By Erik A. Anderson
Co-A&E Editor
This is almost the nineties. The sixties
for most of us meant Pampers and the
advent of Star Trek. They were not
significant except for the fact that we
were born during the tail-end of them. As
we progress into the future, we leave the
sixties behind us as we do our childhood
memories--all those dead pets and dreams
of being astronauts. And as we leave this
era behind, the angry folk music that
characterized much of it is left behind
too, right?
Not so. Folk music is alive and well
in the nineties. Just look at the record
sales of Tracy Chapman, Michelle
Shocked, and Suzanne Vega. The nation
is experiencing a folk revival. The times
they are a-changin', in the age of music
video and technopop.
One of the leaders of the current folk
boom is a band by the name of The
Washington Squares, who will be
appearing in the Great Hall on April 15.
Their self-titled debut album was
nominated for a 1988 Grammy for Best
Contemporary Folk Album.
Essentially a trio, (with a regular
session drummer,) the Washington

Squares play loud folk music.
"We play 'rock-folk," says Tom
Goodkind, who plays bass, banjo, and
flute, "We play folk music loud as
opposed to 'folk-rock' which is rock
music soft."
Joining Goodkind are Lauren Agnelli,
who plays rhythm and bass guitars,
Bruce Jay Pakow who plays lead and bass
guitars, and Billy Ficca on drums. Their
music blends a mixture of harmony,
amplified acoustic guitars, and a strong
political message, with each band
member contributing to the vocals and
often switching instruments.
"Our fans know to expect a raucous set

oozing with socio-political content,"
says Goodkind.
This raucous energy has brought the
group much-deserved attention. The
Squares were the first folk group ever
to appear on MTV. Their new album,
"Fair and Square," has just been released
by Gold Castle records. The album was
produced by Mitch Easter, who
discovered R.E.M., and was that group's
original producer. The album's sound is
definitely sixties folk-inspired, but with
all the energy of the eighties and
nineties.
"We're taking the best of traditional
folk music and playing it to a new

generation with a few twists," says Bruce
Pakow.
Spectators will also hear a few classics
mixed in with the band's repertoire.
"We're very spontaneous on-stage and
often throw in unrecorded stuff like 'You
Were Always On My Mind,' the Velvet
Underground's 'Sweet Jane,' or even
something as far out as 'Papa Was a
Rolling Stone," says Lauren Agnelli.
The show begins at 8:30 p.m. Tickets
are $3 at the Info Center or $4 at the door
with a UPS I.D. This is a unique
opportunity to see an extremely talented,
up-and-coming band before they get too
big to get near.
...n......ann...'maaUflNUUUUSSU•U

James
Oscars
Glasnost
Two weeks ago, I went on record in
this timely tome as saying that the
Oscars were worth your precious time-the glitz, the glamour, even the dorky
dance numbers.
I would now like to retract that foolheaded statement.
Last week all of humanity was witness
to not only the worst Oscars show in
history, but perhaps mankind's greatest
debacle.
Maybe I exaggerate.
But honestly, those of you brave
enough to admit to watching the thing,
weren't you bored out of your skull?
And those were the best moments.

I knew it was going to be bad from the
first instant. Snow White in a short
skirt, sounding like Betty Boop, singing
coyly to stars in the audience. Tom
Hanks was openly laughing at her.
Dustin Hoffman for once had a reason to
look surly.
Merv Griffin sang "I've Got a Lovely
Bunch of Coconuts." In the worst
Cockney accent I have ever heard. And
I've heard some bad ones. Fabulous babes
with huge headdresses surrounded Merv
and his gigantic waist.
The nadir of Western civilization
occurred at five minutes into the show.
At least they were quick. Rob Lowe and
the tarty Snow White sang "Proud Mary"
to an insistent disco beat.
Rob, please. No more singing. Our
poor little ears can't take such torture.
Even your wooden acting seems brilliant
compared to those hoarse, flat warblings.
This is the first time that the Oscars
were broadcast to the Soviet Union.
Why? The Russians have given us
glasnost and perestroika; we give them

Coke and Rob Lowe. Not exactly fair, is
it?
Disney studios is suing the Oscars for
defamation of character of Snow White.
When Disney sues, you know it has to
be bad.
I suppose you could say the show
inched its way to mediocrity. Except for
the atrocious dance number with the
"stars of tomorrow" (none of whom will
ever deserve Oscars, much less a parking
space in Los Angeles), the shindig was
long and tedious. It was an
embarrassment to our nation and our fine
movie-making capabilites. However
paltry they may be.
There were a few pleasant moments.
Geena Davis won for best supporting
actress. She has a lucky face, and she was
genuinely surprised to win, in a way that
other actors can only falsely duplicate.
(Oh! I never expected this! as they sneak
a look at the long-winded speech written
on their collective hands.)
Billy Crystal was hilarious, especially
his tap dance routine with a cough drop,

and Yul Brcnne.r as Babe Ruth. Rc.11y.
But even Robin Williams seemed
subdued, having to work under the
constraints of a rat costume. The heavy
pall of shmooze and self-conceit seemed
to have settled on everyone's brain.
Finally, it was over. Cher came out
and read the Best Picture winner at
breakneck speed. It was Rain Man, of
course. How touching. How human.
How boring.
About the only thing left to say about
the Oscars is that we now have an entire
year to anticipate the shameless, hokey
antics to come. Who will they pair next
year? How about Oprah Winfrey and
Slim Pickens? (dead of course, but it
would make the news.) Harry Dean
Stanton and Liza Mmdli?
AGGGGH! Oscars!
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It takes time to see thirty mfive years
Bill Colby's Kittredge show makes Bain look twice
By Terry Bain
Co-A&E Editor
Seldom can one visit thirty-five years
in a half an hour or less. However, I only
had a half an hour until the Kittredge
Gallery closed, and I decided I'd better get
my tail in gear.
So I'm in the gallery, trying not to
.
.
rush, but trying also to see everything
for a sufficient period of time. I can t

Some of the works I stopped and
examined, though, were, well, amazing. I
really just couldn t stop looking. For me,
the most interesting pieces seemed to be
from after 1975.
.
.
.
.
There is an interesting series of
Etchings dealing with steps circling
endlessly toward the sky which make the
show
worth seeing even if the rest of the
.
pieces were absent
Thank goodness the rest of the show
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Feathers seem to play well as some
would listen look at that OH oh my
look And there and there What is that?
PinBall Tavern Oh I see Oh yes My
my."
Yes I stopped too often Yes I rushed
some of the works that didn't catch my
eye as much However, some of these
works I was skipping were exactly what I
should have been looking at. These
works usually weren't vivid, but
contained subtleties that I really should
have been looking at, but I was chasing
around just a little too fast.

oriental techniques Sometimes I just
don t know what is going on but I like
it.
The few pieces reproduced along with
this article don t do the work justice You
really must see this show.
I have a piece of advice Give yourself
more than a half an hour. This show is
well worth your time. There's almost too
much to see in the thirty-five years it
took Bill Colby to create this stuff. You
need to go, perhaps more than once. I'll
be there.
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"For moppets and grown-ups
alike it is a stimulating
cinematic experience,
arnst-see."
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Thurs.- Fife Executive Inn— Big Dream Escape, pictures,
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Students' study tour of Nicaragua enlightening
By Chris Kenny
And Kathy Schmid
Special Contributors
"So you made it back from Nicaragua
without getting shot, huh?!"
"Were you limited as to what questions
you could ask?"
The answer the first ludicrous question
is "yes," and the second is "no."
Having returned from a study tour in
Nicaragua, we feel that we have gained a
more insightful perspective on the reality
of the Nicaraguan situation.
We toured five cities and spoke with
lay people in markets and on the streets.
We heard their criticisms, concerns, and
support for Sandinista efforts and United
States' policies.
Our views and perceptions are based on
discussions we had with representatives
from a wide spectrum of Nicaraguan
political perspectives--left to right,
public ministries, private
businesspcople, religious and cultural
groups, and foreign residents.
We would like to share what we
learned from two university students in
Leon, Nicaragua.
We wanted to talk to the university
students to gain an understanding of the
social and educational situation after the
revolution which ended the Somoza
dictatorship in 1979. The students were
eager to talk to us, and despite our
government's inextricable economic and
military policies toward their country, we
were received with open minds and open
conversation.
We had many questions. What kind of
curriculum is offered? Does the
government require certain texts or
courses? Where are the professors
educated? Are any of the students or
professors anti-Sandinista?
The student union building where we
met with the students was empty because

many of the students were either
mobilized for the national defense,
picking coffee, or involved in the
Sanclinista-sponsored literacy campaign.
In our discussion, we considered the
role of education and university
autonomy (self-governance) before and
after the revolution. The students viewed
themselves as constantly autonomous.
But before the revolution, the students
pursued autonomy as a goal and as a
defense against Somoza.
It was a constant struggle to get larger
budget appropriations and more students.
Since the revolution, they no longer need
to defend themselves in the same manner.
They have a larger budget, more
scholarships, and more people have
access to the university.

educational science, and law. Every five
years, both faculty and students submit a
curriculum, each promoting their own
interests.
Once student clarified that there is not
a complete separation between education
and the state and that there cannot be one
state within another—does not
necessarily mean total independence.
We also addressed domestic and foreign
politico-military issues. The students
asserted that the contras demoralize and
undermine the developing economy and
social structure, but do not represent a
revolutionary resistance.
They fear a direct United States
military invasion more than a contra
victory. This is why they felt it
necessary to work with the government

The student union building where we met
with the students was empty because
many of the students were either mobilized
for the national defense,picking coffee, or
involved in the Sandinista-sponsored
literary campaign
Article 25 of the Nicaraguan
Constitution guarantees the right of
autonomy to the university. The students
explained that after revolutions in other
countries, the universities would be
among the first institutions to close.
Neither their university (nor any other
Nicaraguan university) has been shut
down. The students interpret their
autonomy as doing what they want with
their curriculum, governing themselves,
and participating in university decisions.
Their fields of study include medicine,
dentistry, food sciences, pharmacy,
mathematics, natural sciences,

in defenses of the revolution; if the
revolution is subverted, educational
opportunities would cease indefinitely.
Likewise, it is in their interest to work
with the government in an effort to gain
more investment so as to improve the
university budget. Finally, by assisting
the government's literacy campaign they
feel they will enter a more literate society
after graduation and have the opportunity
to better utilize their education for the
development of their own country.
We questioned whether they viewed the
revolution as Marxist-Leninist. They
answered that it was a Sandinista

revolution with some Marxist-Leninists
principles. These Marxist-Leninists
aspects are not dogmatic, but is tailor
made for the Nicaraguan case.
For example, Nicaragua practices
political pluralism (the participation of
multiple parties), and freedom of
religion. If it were a Marxist-Leninism
revolution, one student explained, they
would call it such.
Lastly, the students cited one example
of a law professor who disagrees with
parts of the new Sandinista Constitution.
Student-faculty debates often occur and
this type of dialogue is seen as positive
in the university setting. If Nicaragua
were a totalitarian state, professors would
not openly disagree or debate over their
government's constitution.
The Nicaraguan students professed an
interest in our lives as well. What were
our main concerns? The UPS group
attempted to discuss the less common
concerns, like appearance and monetary
status, of American college students, and
to discuss deeper matters.
The students asked us how we saw
apartheid, racism, and drug abuse. We felt
slightly embarrassed about the shallow
awareness of such sensitive issues among
United States students. Their questions
induced a dismal feeling regarding our
country's problems and American foreign
policy in Central America and the world.
They expressed their desire to meet
more American students and the hope
that we would share our experience with
fellow Americans. They voiced with
equal conviction a disfavor for the
Reagan-Bush Administration's economic
and contra warfare.
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DOMINOES 16 INCH CHEESE PIZZA= $10.35
PIZZA ANSWER 16 INCH CHEESE PIZZA= $9.1

LARGE ONE ITEM
ONLY $5.25

THE PIZZA CELLAR'S 15 INCH CHEESE PIZZA

$4.50H

+tax

So come on down to the Pizza Cellar!!
We also have the best shakes on the West Coast!

FREE

We're student owned and operated
in other words:

You own us, so why not use us?
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CD

Save some money!

24 oz. of Pop
Find a new friend!

MUST STATE YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON WHEN YOU ORDER
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

Expires 4/16/89

UMITEO OEUVERY AREA

627•8844

Impress a date!

Find a spouse!
Meet an old friend!

The Pizza Cellar is open every weekday from noon to midnight and from five
until midnight on the weekends.
Our phone number is 756-FOOD, call ahead well have it hot and waiting for you!
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Another perspective

Logging through the eyes of a logger

By Jennifer L. Murawski
Features Editor
Conservationalists argue that logging
must stop--that it's ruining forests and
he wildlife they support.
Loggers argue that it can't stop--that it
provides crucial products as well as
crucial jobs.
Dennis Whalen, an Occupational
Therapy student at Puget Sound is a
logger by trade, not just by mascot.
"Logging is a way of life," he said as a
fourth generation logger who began
working in the industry when he was
fifteen.
Whalen spent fourteen years logging in
Washington and Alaska, and offered his
comments and insight on this crucial
issue.
The working man is caught in the
middle," said Whalen.
Activists are attacking in the wrong
direction. Groups like Earth First are
driving spikes into trees and sabotaging
equipment. The people who suffer from
that are the loggers, not the companies.
I'm not talking about groups like the
Sierra Club who are going through the
correct channels and lobbying. I'm
talking about the one's whose perception
about what's going on is not reasonable."
There are several kinds of forests, and
ence several kinds of logging. Whalen
mds fault with the groups who make no
action.
old growth forest, he explained, is
)osed of trees that are over 200 years
d, and at least 40 inches in diameter.
he newer forest is one made of "super
rees" that are genetically engineered, and,
oma r :ech s.pcc, net genetcaflr
Jj

(I)

sound enough to survive exposure to
climactic extremes.
"There is no need for old growth
logging," he conceded.
"A good, sound, healthy forest should
be left alone."
But he was critical of environmental
groups who demanded a stop be put to all
loaeng, oh growth as well as that !a

super trees.
"Those are a farming crop," he said of
the "super trees,"
"Those trees that have grown for 40
years are not natural trees, some have
been cut as many as three times. They
won't live to be 100 years old. They'll be
rotten."
"We treat the land as well as we can

said Whalen. He admitted logs are heav
and that the loggers did their best to drive
over an area only once, and to
their tracks with fertilizer and sece.
"We treat the land good," he sai.
"My God, we have to--that's how \VC
make our living. We live in the woods,
we play in the woods. It goes withota
saying that we'd work there.

Puget Sound polluted
E arth Day
Friday, April 7
Info, booths for environmental groups
Activists booth with 1-shirts and info.
12 p.m. The Blue Ringers play in Rotunda
12-4 p.m. vidio on pollution
Saturday, April 8
Info. Booths for environmental groups
10 a.m. Tim Young's Band in Rotunda
1 la.m.-1 p.m. Jugglers at SUB
1-2 p.m. David Roberts sings in Rotunda
45 p.m. tree planting
2 p.m. Speakers on native history
3 p.m. Reggae in Rotunda
7 p.m. WA State Dir. Earth First in Mc 103
8:30 p.m. Metaphonics play in Kflworth

By Susanne McKenzie
Staff Writer
Puget Sound.
The actual body of water whose
aromatic shoreline we have all visited at
one time or another is connected to all of
us. It's not only a neighbor, but a line
in our school song, a cutsie pieece of
pre-college propaganda (How does Puget
Sound?) and, of course, our name.
It is also polluted.
"Overall, it's not bad by East-coast
standards," said Justine Smith, a Seattle
based, sediment-specialist in the
Enviornmental Resources Section of the
US Army Corps of Engineers.
Smith said the contamination varies
widely from place to place within the
Sound. She cited Commencement Bay
as one of the problem areas. The
contaminants also differ according to the
location.
Puget Sound pollutants range from
industrial waste products (most from
permitted pipe desposals) to pesticides,
lawn fertilizers, motor oil and the
discharge from an improperly functioning
sewer.
Sources for these pollutants are equally
diverse. Industry plays a role, as does
farming and boating. A great deal of the
Sound's pollution stems from the average
Anerican's lifestyle.
We're trying to tell people taht
ca:vbody is involved in this," said Joyce
1.

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority.
Specifically, the groups lists sources of
non-point pollution , which are things
people do on land that affect the health o
Puget Sound.
Non-Point sources include driving a
car, using lawn fertilizers, and a'....
paints and chemicals down the dr
To confront these differing souica an
types of pollution, the PugeL Sound
Water Quality Authority has created
thitteen coordinating programs. Nichols
believes the ultimate solution will be to
educate the population so they can adjust
their lifestyles.
"Once you know you contribute to the
problem, you can change. Then that
particular source of the pollution no
longer exists and the water will be clean.
"Nichols said.
She said that he thinks the sitution is
improving.
"I personally think [the health of Puget
Sound] is getting better. I'm seeing
better industrial management and higher
citizen awareness," Nichols said.
Nichols is also pleased with the public
interest. She realizes, however, that
there are many others that need to ha
reached.
"Our goal is to get all people
understand that they are a part of ft
problem and then convince them that
they want to cooperate in it's
solttion,"shn said.
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Goo fouls
beaches
and wildlife
in Alaska

Greenhouse,
ozone further
impact earth
By Andy James
Staff Writer

Gadfly P.J. O'Rourke said, "Mother
Nature has become Mommie Dearest."
That may be very close to the truth.
The greenhouse effect is preventing
heat from escaping the earth's surface.
Meanwhile, the hole in the disappearing
c*one layer is allowing harmful
ultraviolet rays onto the earth's surface.
Either way, the possible effect is global
catastrophe of unprecedented proportions.
The greenhouse effect nearly takes on
the dimensions of a far-fetched science
fiction story: pollutants from fossil-fuel
emissions—especially automobiles,
factories, and the burning of razed
tropical forests—are creating an excess of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
This excess prevents heat which enters
the atmosphere from escaping it—much
like a garden greenhouse does. The result
is that heat is trapped in the atmosphere
and surface temperatures rise.
It was the far-fetched nature of this
problem which kept many from
believing in the possibility of such a
ccnario. But the midwest drought of
last year—which many believe to have
been a side effect of the greenhouse
effect—alerted scientists to its real
ilangers, as well as some startling facts.
Scientists say it can only get worse:
according to varying estimates, average
global temperatures will rise anywhere
from 8 to 14 degrees farenheit by the year
2030. Many point out that, at the height
of the Great Ice Age, when glaciers many
miles deep extended as far south as
central California, the temperature was
only 5 degrees colder than the present
clay.
One of the many possible side effects
could be the melting of the polar ice
caps, which would not only remove a
curce of arctic winds but could raise
ocean levels by about 300 feet
a crldwide. This, of course, would result
ir the flooding of all port cities,
including New York, Peking, as well as
Sccoc and Tacoiri.

By Dan Grantier

In addition, the earths ecosystems, the
majority of which are extremely sensitive
to climatic changes, could not withstand
such catastrophic temperature increases.
Agricultural areas would experience
droughts much greater than that of last
year's.
The ozone hole, long considered solely
the complaint of environmental activists,
was recently pegged as a problem of even
greater magnitude than any had predicted.
A group of scientists concluded, on the
basis of an expidition to Antarctica, that
the extent of the damage is three times
greater than believed only two years ago.
The ozone layer, 6 to 15 miles above
the earth's surface, blocks the sun's
harmful ultraviolet rays which can cause
skin cancer, loss of vision, and a
weakened immune system.
While Time magazine advised people
to "wear floppy hats and sunscreen,"
plant and animal life cannot do the same;
many ecosystems would be threatened as
i reillt

One vital form of plant life which is
threatened is the algae occupying the first
hundred feet of the ocean. This algae,
which produces about 1/3 of the
atmosphere's oxygen is apparently
sensitive to a 3% fluctuation in the
amount of ozone in the atmosphere. The
UN assumes that at least 1% has already
been depleted since 1969.
Ozone is being depleted by aerosol
emissions—as from spray deodorants.
But the chemicals used in refrigerators
and some industrial solvents also
contribute to the problem.
One of the sources of frustration about
these problems is that an undetermined
amount of damage has already been done;
the chemicals that cause both the
greenhouse effect and the ozone hole are
latent, taking about 7 to 10 years totake
effect.
Even if we take direct action nowwhich we must—our fate is sealed to a
certain extent. We are in for a long, hot,
terminal Summer

Sean Roberts

Staff Writer
It happened Friday, March 24--the day
Christians call Good Friday. The
supertanker Exxon Valdez pulled out of
the Valdez port after taking on oil piped
to Valdez, the terminus of the Great
Alaskan Pipeline, from Alaska's oil-rich
north slope. The tanker was guided out
of the proper tanker-lanes to avoid ice,
hit a charted reef and ran aground. The
hole left in the hull of the tanker gushed
10. 1 million gallons of crude oil into the
waters of Prince William Sound.
This event benefitted no one, least of
all the environment. In an area such as
Prince William Sound, one of the most
majestic sounds in the world, the ill
effects of a spill are multiplied. The area
is rugged and isolated--not conducive to
efficient or effective clean up. The water
is quite cold--which greatly extending the
period of time it will take Mother Nature
to purge herself of the oil and its toxins:
The resultant goo fouls the beaches and
wildlife, and has other, more detrimental
and long-term effects as well.
It would seem that once tbc oil
emulsifies and "disappears" that the
danger would be over. But that is just the
beginning. Oil that is emulsified is not
less dangerous, it is simply able to enter
the water as it is broken up into much
smaller particles.
Oil will emulsify two ways: naturally,
or with the help of introduced chemicals.
The latter is the path that Exxon hopes
to follow. Either way, the effects of the
emulsified oil are essentially the same.
Emulsified oil slowly settles on the
ocean floor. On its way it is taken in by
fish, slowly poisoning them. Settling,
it leaves a layer of emulsified oil coating
the bottom. This coat seriously effects
the plants and the process of organic
decomposition, both very important to
the food chain, thus effecting all marine
life. All bottom feeders are eventually
contaminated by the residue, as any food
ingested is coated with this emulsified
oil.
Reasonably, introducing chemicals to
take the oil under water will also
introduce more hazards. There is added
danger to the fish, plants, process of
decomposition, bottom feeders and all
other elements in the marine world.
One specific harm comes to the seals
and otters. These animals are protected
from the frigid water by a natural oil that
their bodies produce to keep water from
the skin. The chemicals, such as Exxon
would like to use (they manufacture the
chemicals), attack this natural body oil:
iheotters and seals freeze to death.
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Eric Bailey
A men's eight man team, practicing earlle this week in the rain at American Lake in Ta coma, Washington.
eight man shell, and was allowed to
ergometers at 3:00 p.m. every day, while
"Last year's performances are equal to
borrow up to $11,000.00. They
the Varsity team run the schedule in
By Antje Spethmann
this year's," Smith said. "The Novice
currently owe ASUPS approximately
reverse.
women won at the Pacific Coast
Sports Editor
$7,00.00, showing that one payment has
Regional Championships, and overall the
Ergometers are those fancy rowing
Crew is the oldest varsity sport at the
been
made.
machines they crew team had in the SUB
team came in about second."
University of Puget Sound, and last
The
ASUPS default stipulation says
Beyond living up to a winning
last week. The event was a 24 hour rowweekend was the first competition of yet
that
the
annual account the crew team
tradition, just being a rower takes
a-thon, put on to raise money.
another year.
receives
from
the athletic department will
dedication. For one thing the novice
Money the team desperately needs.
Last weekend was the team's first
be
garnished
upon
default on the loan.
team is on the water every morning at
It seems the crew team has defaulted on
regatta, the Fawley Cup, held in
"As
far
as
I
know
we are making
5:00 a.m.-- in any kind of weather. They
a $8,624.00 loan taken out two years
Spokane, Washington.
payments
on
it,"
concluded
Gannon.
also work out with the weights and the
ago. The crew team needed to buy a new
Logger competition was made up of
Gonzaga College, Washington State
University, and Pacific Lutheran, and
overall, the team fared well.
"The novice team is the best it's been
in along time," said Coach Paul Smith.
"It's a large team with strong rowers--lots
of depth."
"The novice team did great," added
Sophomore Rob Gannon, who is the
stroke man for the novice heavyweight
four and eight member teams.
Last weekends races were 2,000
meters, the standard in the world of
rowing. The Puget Sound Men's Novice
Light Four took a first place with a time
of 6:34.7. Women's Novice Eight also
came in first, going 7:04.0 , as did the
Women's Novice Four, A team, with a
time of 7:34.1.
The Men's Novice Eight team won
their race with a time 5:32.3, and
interestingly enough results from the San
Diego Classic show that the Penn State
Varsity eight went only 6:04.4, for the
same 2,000 meters, to win their race.
All in all the crew team placed in six
of the 14 races in Spokane.
Over the year there are five different
Regattas, of which the next one is this
weekend at American Lake starting at
9:00 a.m. Saturday morning. It is called
the Daffodil Regatta and is one of two
home races.
As to the success of the team next
weekend, Gannon said, "It depends on the
weather--not so much the rain, but the
wind, and choppy water. But I think we
will do good on the choppy water
because we get a lot of practice on it, and
PLU always goes home when the water
gets choppy."
Speaking to the overall performance of
Eric Bailey
the teams so far, Smith noted that they
were at least as good.
A men's eight man team, practicing earlier this week in the rain at American Lake in Tacoma, Washington.
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Softball sick
over the rain
By Antje Spethmann
Sports Editor
Nine games have been scheduled for
the softball team this year, and the
Loggers have yet to see any action at all
due to the rain.
The entire season consists of only 26

It's getting pretty
boring just
practicing inside
every day.'
games, making the season one quarter
over.
"It's getting pretty boring just
practicing inside everyday," noted
Softball coach Robin Hamilton
The next game scheduled for the
Loggers is Friday at Willamette, they
then return home for a game Saturday
against George Fox College who travels

'It's actually
supposed to be
pretty good this
weekend.'
up from Newberg, Oregon, and Sunday,
Western Oregon State College is here to
give the Loggers some competition.
"It's actually supposed to be pretty
good this weekend," said Hamilton.
The official weather forecast for the
weekend isn't out yet, but as of
Wednesday morning, rain was expected
for the next couple of days.
One final note. If this weekend's
games do take place, they will be played
at PLU.
"They have a nice field that we can get
Onto," Hamilton concluded.

Logger line:

Golf team continues to lose
By John Murphy
Staff Writer
Swinging the clubs a few too many
times, the men's golf team logged their
third straight loss last weekend to Pacific
Lutheran University. However, head
coach Gordy Pfeifer believes that the
Loggers could get it together in time for
District competition.
Last Friday at their home, Fircrest Golf
Course, the Loggers were beaten by a
nineteen stroke margin. Pacific Lutheran
marked 306 swings on the score card,
while UPS wrote down 327 for their top
four players;
Leading the way for the Loggers,
Senior Greg Gerson tied with two other
PLU players as he fired a low 75 to earn
a spot as a medalist for the eighteen hole
tournament.
Junior Matt Cowan and Sophomore
Brian Schmidt both followed Gerson with

a scores of 82 and, Ben Paper anchored
the forth position by shooting 88 for the
round.
"The Nature of the game (golf) is
frustrating," coach Pfeifer explained why
the Logger team has had such a sluggish
start this season. "It's players who are
capable of playing better, who are not
doing it."
He continued by saying that one player
might get a bad score on one or tow
holes and, that can be the difference
between winning and losing.
Coach Pfeifer also pointed to youth as
a possible reason for the slow beginning.
"I think realistically" that the golf
team's 'skill level - ability is not quite as
high as the other schools' (teams)," he
said.
In reference to his team of two
freshmen, three sophomores, three

juniors and tow seniors Pfeifer said "these
guys are learning, they're getting better,"
but teams like Western, Central and PLU
have better talent as they "seem to be
able to attract good players."
Nevertheless, coach Pfeifer takes a
positive stance as he looks to the future.
"If a couple of these players put it
together, it's possible that we can win
Districts," he said.
"We have to get four people playing
well at the same time," he continued. He
also cited that consistency would be
necessary for future success.
The Logger golf team will try for its
first win this Thursday and Friday as they
travel to Ellensburg and Yakima for the
Central Washington Invitational. Central
Washington is the two year defending
District champion, but Coach Pfeifer
believes that the golf season begins now.

Golf - The Golf Team faces Central
Washington University both Thursday
and Friday at 12:30 p.m. in
Ellcnsburg.
Softball - Looking for its first
competition of the season, the Softball
team travels to Willamette University
in Salem, Oregon. They then return
home Saturday and Sunday to face
George Fox College and Western
Oregon State College, respectively, at
Bums Field.
Baseball - Saturday, the baseball
tc: i plays Central Washington
U ersity in Ellensburg on Saturday.
T. ck - This week takes the track
team to Western Washington
University on Saturday.

Tennis - Tennis will grace the Puget
Sound campus this weekend as the
University of Portland comes to the
Tennis Pavilion at 9:00 a.m.
Crew - The Daffodil Regatta is this
weekend at American Lake right here
in Tacky Town. Action starts at 8:00

a.m.

Âme Bowlander swings at a ball during her match yesterday here in the tennis pavilion
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Individual efforts good, teams still places last
By Kevin Strong
Staff Writer
Competing in weather only ducks
could love, Logger Randy Swilley
managed to set a new school record in the
shot put at last Saturday's Puget Sound Pacific Lutheran - Willamette University
track meet.
Swilley, a junior, putted the shot
51-8" to break Jeff Greens seven year
old record by ten inches. Swilley's effort
was also good enough for first place in
the event. It was not enough, however,
to keep the Logger men out of last place
overall.
Host Pacific Lutheran dominated the
competition, scoring 102 points.
Willamette finished second with 47
points, and Puget Sound brought up the
rear with 40 points. The Lutes also won
the women's competition, scoring 92.5
points to the Loggers' 53.5 and the
Bearcats' 35.
According to sophomore distance
runner Scott Sterbenz, it was a
meet most Loggers were glad to sec
end.
"It wasn't nice," said Sterbenz. "It
rained, it hailed, and it was windy."
In spite of the weather, there were
several bright spots for Puget Sound,
besides the new school shot put
mcord.
Along with Swilley, senior Hugh
Webcr (3000 meter steeplechase), junior
Thayne Chaumell (400 meters),
sophomore Jeff Lofdahl (javelin),
sophomore Justin Rinefort (pole
vault), and freshman Mark Corcoran
(discus) all won events for the Logger

(I)

CD
0)
0
0

Junior Mark Brennon, sophomore Mike Morse, sophomore Malt Mandrones, and sophomore Scott Sterbenz will be among the
Loggers competing at the Western Washington University Invitational this Saturday.

men.
Logger women who finished first in
their events were senior Mary Kusler
(100 and 400 meter hurdles), sophomore

Kathy Lee (800 meters), and freshman
Marcia Cillan (high jump). The
women's 4X400 meter relay team also
was victorious.

The Loggers return to action this
Saturday when they travel to Bcllingham
for the Western Washington University
Invitational.

Criminal Defense/DWI
Charles Gersch
Attorney at Law
272-9275
Night 894-2911
frest Preparation Specialistal

ESSAYS & REPORTS

1107 NE 45th. Seattle

632-0634

16278 to choose from —all subjects

Order Catalog Today with VisaJMC or COD

I

800-351-0222

Or, rush $200 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

i

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
School of International Studies
Announces A New Mountain Retreat

SUMMER INTENSIVE LANGUAGE SCHOOL
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC invites
applications for participation in its new Summer Intensive Language School to be offered
at the Pacific Alumni Association's Feather
River Camp and Conference Center in the
Sierra Nevada just north of Lake Tahoe.

I

Personal, immersion type instruction offered
in French, Spanish, German, Japanese,
Russian and Chinese. Up to a full year of
language credit can be earned in the six and
nine week programs. Teaching credential and
oral requirements can also be met. Financial
aid is available.
Enjoy a summer in the mountains while
learning a language.

Write: Director, Summer Intensive Language School, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, CA 95211 for a tree brochure and detailed information.
Or Call (209) 946-2650

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
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Corporate execs profit in spite
of environmental disasters
Exxon ran an ad in The New York Times with the president of the
Corporation, L. G. Rawl, saying, "I want to tell you how sorry I am that this
accident took place." In the immortal words of Lou Reed, 'I'm sick of you."
Oil is spilling into our oceans and it isn't going to stop. We can volunteer to
clean all the birds we want, but oil companies are still going to make money, even
if it means sucking all the life from the sea. To imagine that the corporation as a
whole gives a damn about the environment is folly in the guise of a dream. The
corporate conscience looks like this: $.
Therefore, the only way to get corporate America to care, is to take away their
money. Don't let them scramble to place the blame on an inebriated ship captain.
They hired him, they are ultimately responsible for his behavior on the job.
You don't hear about Cruise ships with holes in them gushing passengers-dead people are bad business. Apparently, dead marine animals aren't bad business.
Not enough people care about our oceans to stop buying overpriced gasonlinc
when Exxon has an accident. Oil tankers can be careful, it just costs money to be
careful.
As long as there are spills, it isn't costing oil companies enough money for
their errors. Perhaps a few more smaller, more manueverable tankers would help.
Perhaps we should make oil companies pay for every damn cent of the cleanup,
and then some. I'd rather pay a few pennies more for petrol now than risk ruining
our environment and end up having to pay more in the future anyway. They say
that a ten-year-old could have manuevered the Valdez past the area where it hit a
reef. Too bad there weren't any ten-year-olds on board.
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Women should
make their own
decision--not a
politician,strange r
or Bergendorf
Concerning the "Special Edition" of
The Bergenclorf Letters, March 30; with
special regard to the issue of
Reproductive Freedom.
Abortion is never an easy decision. But
we must ask ourselves - when it comes
time to make the decision - who do we
trust to decide?
I know who I don't trust. I don't trust
strangers. I don't trust politicians. I don't
trust Dennis Bergendorf. I trust each of
us as individuals with deeply ingrained
framework of morality.
But there are those who want to make
the decision for us. They believe that we
are incapable of following our own moral
code, that we need them to step in and
take the decision away. On january 9th
the United States Supreme court agreed
to hear the case, Webster v. Reproductive
Health Services. Two months later the
Justice Department filed a brief asking
the court to use Webster to overturn the
historical Roe v. Wade decision that
legalized abortion.
If we don't act now the abortion
decision could be catapulted into the
hands of 50 different state legislatures.
The National Abortion Rights Action

League has started a National Signature
Campaign. The goal of the Signature
Campaign is to obtain one million
signatures by October.Each signature
will represent a person who take a pledge
to work to keep abortion legal.
Efforts must continue to make the
public aware of the increasing threat to
civil liberties. Awareness and
acknowledgement of those who oppose,
and strive to obliterate the rights of
individuals to make private decisions
about contraception, abortion and child
bearing, is the first step to halting their
attempts to succeed. Americans agree that
government should not be in the
business of deciding when and whether to
bear children. Now, we need to let them
know that the abortion decision is ours.
We need to write our state legislators and
our U.S. Representatives. We must
speak up and let Washington know that
regardless of how we personally feel
about abortion, we won't relinquish that
right.
The principle that every individual has
a fundamental right to make independent
decisions about having children; about
becoming a parent by choice, not by
chance is an essential belief towards a
women's emancipation. A factor in this
belief demands recognition; and that is
that above all else women are human
beings and are entitled to the rights due
to all humans. Women's oppression
would only be perpetrated by the lack of
control over our own bodies.
In the interest of CHOICE.
Suzanne M. Hazlett

'Their' assurances
of environmental
precaution were a
'Nice Fucking LIE'
I have tolerated their lies for long
enough. Always, I knew there were truer
voices to be heard and needed, but I found
it easier to be lulled by louder, more
convenient arguments. I listened to those
whose faith is greed. Those who spell
values with a dollar sign. They said no
accident could happen. "We take too
many precaution." If an accident did
happen, they assured us they would space
no expense to clean it up. They assured
us they would be prepared for disasters.
Nice Fucking LIE.
On good Friday, when a drunk pilot
steered a single hulled supertanker onto
the rocks, it was made apparent to me
how hypnotized I had been by their
soothing words.They were lying all
along. They are still lying. Suddenly,
their spell is broken and I hear the truth
painfully clear. The truth is floundering,
dying in a pool of crude oil, the poison
life-blood of our techno-convenience
society. 12-15% of our recommended
daily allowance of the shit is laying
around for all to see. Not tucked away in
on overbearing single-hulled, floating
gas-can, or quietly running through a
pipeline where no person is really
bothered by it, but laying Out in a 1,000
square mile and growing sheet of black

death - this is the truth, exposed.
Their " solution": chemical dispersents
applied by aircraft. This is a sickeningly
consistent and utterly selfish attitude. Up
to their assholes in ecological disaster
and they believe not in what is washing
up on pristine shores, but in their
money. Rather than investing the
manpower and equipment to properly
clean-up the spill, (not one of their
promised oil skimmers was available),
they would rather use their own,
untested, tax-free chemicals to sink the
oil to the bottom of the ocean. Out of
sight-out of mind, what's a few million
dollars in fines when we're saving billion
in clean-up costs. Like I said,
sickeningly consistent, utterly selfish.
Back to the voices, the truth. The
birds, fish, mammals, insects, flora,
fauna, rocks and wind of Alaska are all
speaking quite clearly to me. I have been
misled far too long, and although it is
frightening to see the truth, it is
liberating to be free of the false gods of
technology and industry. What can I do?
Write letters to the Trail and throw
bricks and Exxon stations. Their strategy
of quietly letting fuck-ups fade into
ancient history (about tow weeks, in
most papers) won't be good enough this
time. Exxon must pay for their lies.
Remember Bhopal, remember Love
Canal, remember Three Mile Island,
remember Commencement Bay,
remember the countless times we have
been lied to, and make Exxon pay for it's
lies.

Jack Harris
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Important choice
to bear children
'must remain ours'
One line in Dennis Bergendorf's letter
of March 30 made me red with anger.
That was the one in which he implied
that women choose abortion over
adoption merely to "avoid embarrassing
stretch marks". How does he know
what's going through a woman's mind
when she makes this difficult decision?
How does anyone (myself included) know
what it is like to have an unwanted
pregnancy unless we've had that
experience? How can you know why one
woman aborts and another chooses
adoption. But I'll bet you anything that
the decision never comes down to stretch
marks. To inply that it does is to
belittle the emotional trauma and turmoil
which many pregnant women experience.
Yes, it would be nice if every unwanted
child could find caring nurturing homes.
It would also be nice if we lived in an
ideal world in which birth control is
100% fail safe, women are never raped
and every child and adult's physical and
emotional needs are provided for. But we
don't live in a simple ideal world in
which one solution works for all people.
I might also add that woman's womb is
not a detached incubator. The choice of
whether ot carry an unwanted pregnancy
to term does not come down to stretch
marks. Nor is it anyone's business but
those personally involved. Whether to
bear children (whether we raise them
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ourselves or not) is probably the most
important choice all of us must make.
And that choice must remain ours.
Celia Bosworth

Seattle Women in
Rhythms.. play a
fantastic concert
Saturday night the Seattle Women in
Rhythm and Blues played at the Great
Hall, and those of you who decided not to
go missed a fantastic show. I've been to a
lot of blues shows and these people were
the best I've seen. A friend of mine said,
"They tore your soul and Out and made
you dance" and they sure did. I had such a
great time and the music was so good
that I can't even think of the words to
describe the experience - it bordered on
the spiritual and was definitely soulful, if
you know what I mean. Thank the
powers to be for the Cultural Events
people who allow us the opportunity to
experience something like that. And yet,
not very many of you were there. You
should be regretting it. I myself almost
went to the movies - and I'm glad I
didn't. I could experience a movie or a
party even studying almost any old
Saturday night, but something like the
Seattle Women, or any Cultural Events
event, only happens every once in a
while. Everyone should take advantage
of their existence, especially the students
who support the program and get a
reduced rate, as opposed to "regular"

Tacomans, who made up most of the
audience on Saturday night, and paid $7
instead of a mere (and worth it) $5.
There's one more event of the cultural
sort this semester - more music of a
reggae/folk jazz! African! Caribbean/ etc.
influence. You can bet I will be there,
just because the Seattle Women wee so
good. Take advantage of things like this,
people! Samantha Kahn

Bergendorf gives
explanation of his
letter on abortion
When I submitted my last letter for
publication in the Trail, I realized much
too late that I was involving myself in
one of the most serious controversies in
this nation's history. I, of course, am
speaking of the abortion issue.
To make matters worse, I had made the
closing comment referring to abortion as
an alternative to "embarrassing stretch
marks". I admit that the comment was
extremely callous and trivialized the
views of parties in favor of abortion,
however, I do not retract that statement.
Why, then, did I day it? It's like this:
Like it or not, at the point of conception,
the fetus (or embryo or "tissue") is pretty
well doing its own thing, regardless of
what the woman's system is doing. It is
no longer a part of her, but its own being
that is dependent on the umbilical ot the
woman's body for nourishment and the
womb for protection form the outside
world. A direct analogy would be a child
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in its parent's (male or female)
house.There is no specific age of
independence, but anyone would agree
that expelling child of about four years
old leaves the child with very little
chance of survival.
What offends me most, though, is the
miracle of life being reduced to an
"inconvenience" for a young woman (not
a minor). I'm not talking about a case of
rape or molestation, but a "mature"
sexually active woman suddenly finding
herself pregnant. Did she take proper
measures to prevent this, if it is truly
"unwanted"? What persuasion techniques
did she use to get her boy friend to use a
rubber? Why not abstenance?
My question: why abortion? Why
should it be an option in the first place,
legal or not? True, illegal abortions tend
to be especially dangerous, but there are
also risks in legal ones, as well. So,
could someone please tell me why should
abortions even be practiced, aside from a
quick fix from a "nine-month mistake"?
Is it worth the risk and the known trauma
associated with any abortion?
Lastly, food for thought: of all the
creatures in the animal kingdom, humans
are the only ones I know of that practice
voluntary abortion. Then again, think of
how stupid a rabbit would look with a
coat hanger, or a deer with a highpowered vacuum, or possibly a dolphin
having another inject it with a drug to
induce premature labor. Surely, the very
fact that we're the most advanced species
should tell you something.
Dennis Bergendorf H

Rumblings from the Basement
By Shauna M. James
Opinion Contributor
"I went to the woods because I wished
to live deliberately, to front only the
essential facts of life, and see if I couldn't
learn what it had to teach, and not, when
I came to die, discover that I had not
lived."
What is going to happen to the
Thoreaus of the future, when there are no
woods left? Should they sit in the Port of
Tacoma, surrounded by pollution
spewing out of smokestacks? Or
contemplate the beauty of the ocean in
the midst of a gigantic oil slick?
Concern for the environment used to
be limited to a small group of dedicated
conservationists. Tree huggers. "Pinko
liberals" Archie Bunker used to call them
on All in the Family in the 1970's.
In fact, everyone laughed when
Archie's son-in-law Michael Stivvick
worried about aerosol cans causing holes
in the ozone layer. How silly, we
giggled. That will never happen.
I wish we had listened to Meathead.
We are now facing the greatest crisis in
our planet's history. Unless we can make
a dramatic reversal of horrifying global
environmental trends, we are doomed. It
is imperative that we change our
lifestyles now. We have to.
Think about it. Over the past six
months, the ominous warning signs have
been piling up. One on top of another.
A drought devestated the farm belt this
summer, causing a 3 1 % reduction in crop
yield, and countless farm foreclosures.

A record heat wave, with temperatures
over 100 degrees for seven weeks,
worried scientists across the globe, as
well as cauing numerous deaths and
immense discomfort. Could the infamous
Greenhouse effect have become a reality?
There were unquenchable fires across
the country, razing the land.
Yellowstone suffered a fire of Biblical
proportions.
Thousands of seals died in the North
Sea of pneumonia, their immune
systems weakened by pollution.
You thought Jaws was bad? Try
swimming in the sea with used
hypodermic needles, washed to shore by
careless garbage disposal barges.
And just this week, a drunken captain
wrecked an oil tanker in Alaska. A spill
the size of Rhode Island is now bringing
decimation to the natural balance of
wildlife in the area.
These are merely the headlines. Buried
in the fine print are even more
frightening realities.
There are now 5.1 billion people on
Earth. In forty years, that number will
have doubled.
40,000 people die of starvation in the
Third World every day.
Most horrifying is the destruction of
the rain forests. Although rain forests
only take up seven percent of the earth's
surface, they hold 50% to 80% of the
world's species. And yet we are
decimating the forests at the rate of one
football field per second.
As Senator Al Gore says, if some alien

creature from a science fiction movie
were to descend and stomp out that much
space, we would react in anger and
indignation. But most of us ignore the
problem, thus the solution remains
elusive.
Why? Because we are the monsters.
We claim we care, effusively. And we
do, but temporarily. When three whales
were trapped in the ice, the entire world
sighed a collective Ahhh. But whales
have been facing extinction for years
now, and not much of the population
besides Greenpeace seemed to have cared.
If this sounds like a doom and gloom
list to you, it is. Like Woody Allen in
Annie Hall, I feel unable to face the
most simple of problems in the face of
world destruction. ("The universe is
expanding. I can't do my homework!")
Quite simply, our predatory, humancentered relationship with the earth must
stop if we want to leave any earth at all
for future generations.
Geologist Preston Cloud best summed
up the situation: "No more can thinking
people take this little planet ... as an
infinite theater of action and provider of
resources for man, yielding new largesse
to every demand without limit."
That means you. And me. Individual
action is just as effective as those of
large corporations. It is easy, and
important, to be livid at the careless
actions of Exxon and the federal
government this week.
But you should also take your cans and
newspapers to the UPS recycling bins.

Use metal utensils instead of plastic.
Boycott fast-food chains that use rainforest beef. And if you do not know
which ones those are, find out.
Only wide-spread education and
vigorous individual responsibility will
provide any hope for our future.
Sure, it's inconvenient. Smog in Los
Angeles is currently so bad that the city
council is considering banning cars by
the year 2000. We'd all prefer to live the
easy life, and not have to pay 10 cents
more for our gasoline.
But as David Brower, one of the
nation's leading environmentalists, has
said, we have to drop our standard of
living so that people a thousand years
from now can have any standard of living
at all.
There is a Yeats poem which best
conveys the spiritual and restorative
powers of nature. "And I shall have some
peace there, for peace comes dropping
slow, dropping from the veils of the
morning to where the cricket sings; there
midnight's all a glimmer, and noon a
purple glow, and evening full of the
linnet's wings."
We are at a crossroads in human
history. Do we act conscientiously and
make sacrifices so that we and our
children may have The Lake Isle of
Jnnisfree?
Or we do we allow the decimation of
rain forests, the poisoning of apples, the
slaughter of seals, the garbage, the
smog?
I don't want to live in the wasteland.
Do you?
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44 Mom says the
house just isn't the
same without me,
even though ith
a lot deaner.

Just because your Morn
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Morn a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone ®
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AT&T
The right choice.

